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The Athenian Plague: New Evidence 
Inviting Medical Comment 

Fordyce W. Mitchel 

SOME OF THE RECENT NOTES on the plague in Periclean Athens indi
cate that it would be important, both for population-studies and 
for the identification of the disease itself, to know whether the 

plague attacked all its victims without regard for age or fell upon some 
age-groups more severely than upon others.! The present paper sug
gests, first, that there is evidence, only incidentally given by Thucydi
des, that children suffered less with the plague than did adults; 
second, that one disease which tends to spare children while killing 
adults is typhus, already the leading contender in the plague-contro
versy; third, that the combined plague and blight which Sophocles 
describes in the Oedipus Tyrannus has, in addition to the several known 
characteristics it shares with plague-related conditions at Athens in 
the summer of 426 (see below, n.14), other specific symptoms which 
are apparently characteristics of typhus. While the purpose of this 
paper is admittedly to present evidence not previously explOited in 
support of the case for typhus, the author has tried, and the reader is 
cautioned, to keep in mind that the final decision concerning the rele
vance of this evidence to the plague-controversy and its ultimate im
portance in reaching a solution must be left to the medical men, who 
alone are competent to judge such matters.2 

1 The basic recent study, both for the relevant bibliography and for the definition of 
Thucydides' medical terms, is D. L. Page, CQ 3 (1953) 97-119. Page's identification of the 
disease as measles, however, is contested by Sir William MacArthur, CQ 4 (1954) 171-74, who 
favours typhus fever. Page has a short rejoinder, CQ 4 (1954) 174. A good summary of the 
controversy as it now stands is found in A. W. Gomme, A Historical Commentary on Thucy
dides, II (Oxford 1956) 150-53 ad Thuc. 2.48.3. For the problems connected with the plague in 
population-studies, such as the disproportionately high mortality among the strong young 
men in the cavalry and the supposedly high mortality among the naturally weaker small 
children, see Gomme, Commentary II pp. 388-89 ad Thuc. 3.87, and A. H. M. Jones, Athenian 
Democracy (Oxford 1957) 161-180, especially 165-66 and 179-80. 

2 For recent arguments in favor of bubonic pest, see W. Williams, G&R 4 (1957) 98-103, 

followed by E. M. Hooker, ]HS 78 (1958) 78-83. That Thucydides believed the disease to 
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102 THE ATHENIAN PLAGUE: NEW EVIDENCE 

I 

Thucydides tells us (6.26) that the Athenians, in the spring of 415, 
voted to give the generals full power to determine the size of the 
expeditionary force against Sicily; that later on preparations got under 
way and they (sc. the generals)3 summoned the allies and began draw
ing up muster-rolls (Kara"\oyo£) of the Athenians themselves; that their 
task was made all the easier because the dty had just recovered from 
the effects of the plague and of the uninterrupted war with regard to 

the size of the age-group which had grown up,' i.e., since the last 
occurrence of the plague in 4265 and since the end of the Archidamian 
war in 421. 

The account of the actual preparations, surely a humdrum affair, is 
broken off, and Thucydides substitutes the more exdting and his
torically important description of the mutilation of the Hermae. The 
preparations must have continued, however, from the beginning of 
spring (6.8.1) to midsummer (6.30.1) of 415, and they reappear in the 
story at chapter 30 with the description of the actual departure for 
Sicily and receive further comment in chapter 31 with the recapitula
tion of the size, cost and general magnificence of the outlay. It seems 
possible, then, to pass over the mutilation and to treat chapters 26 and 
30-31 as a single passage dealing with the matters of the preparation, 
and to suggest that the katalogoi which the generals began to draw up 

be contagious is argued by Ch. Lichtenthaeler in Gesnerus 19 (1962) 83-86, a reference 
furnished by w. M. Calder m. 

a Although' A8",va'io£ is the subject of E1T£P.1TOV and l1TOtDVvTO, it was in fact the crrpa7'T]'Yol 
who drew up the muster-rolls (lCaT&>.oym) for a particular expedition; cf. Lysias 9.4-5, 15; 
14.6; 15.5, 7; Diodor. 11.81.4, 84.2-5. These lists are distinct from the general hoplite
register which is usually mentioned obliquely in such expressions as [o1T.\'TaL] llC lCaTa.\&yov 
and lnrEP TOV KaTaAOYov and is described, not too clearly, by Aristotle, Ath.Pol. 53. Cf. 
Thuc. 6.43; 7.16.1, 20.2; 8.24.2, and Jones (n.2 above) p. 163. Jones has drawn a sharp and 
proper distinction between the general hoplite-register and the muster-rolls, but both 
Jones and the handbooks (G. Busolte/H. Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde [MUnchen 1920-
26] 579 n.l and p. 1193; J. Kromayer/G. Veith, Heerwesen und Kriegfuhrung der Griechen und 
Romer [Munch en 1928] 47; J. Oehler, RE 6 [1909] 244 S.v. l1TCfJVvp.os; Ernst Meyer, RE, 
zweite Reihe 4 [1931] 253, s.v. strateia 2) err in their interpretation of the terms crrpaT£la 
b TOIS' l1TWvVp.oLS' and crrpaTda b TOIS' p.lp£aLv. The correct interpretation can be found in LSJ, 
s.v. crrpaT(da 2 and 3. The present author hopes soon to finish a special study of these two 
terms. 

4 aPTL 8' &.vn.\..jr/m ~ 1T0""" lavr7}v &'1T0 rijs vOaov Ka~ TOV gw£xov, 1TOUP.OV ES T£ ~.\LI(las 1T),Tj8os 
l1TLy£y£V'?p.IV'rlS' Ka~ ES' XPTl,."aTWV &8poLaw 8£cX n}v lK£X£Lplav, wcrr£ Pfi.ov 1T&v-ra l1TOpl~£TO. 

G Thucydides says (3.87) that the plague came on again in the winter of what we call 427/6 
and lasted not less than a year, i.e., into the winter of what we ca11426/5. Once this is under
stood it is simpler to use the single date 426 to designate the full year of the second onset. 
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in chapter 26 are the same as the XPYJUTOl, KCtTaAoyot6 of chapter 31 
which were used in the final selection of the infantry. 7 

A muster-roll that is called XPYJUTCJS will contain the names of an 
age-group which has not been decimated by disease and war-casual
ties, and it must be made up of strong young men, neither too young 
nor too old, of the kind that can withstand the rigors of an extended 
campaign far from home.S What Thucydides tells us, then, is that it 
was comparatively easy for the generals of 415 to select their comple
ment of men because there were plenty of stout young fellows in the 
age-group which had grown up since the plague and that, because of 
the peace of Nicias, there had been few losses in their ranks due to war. 

Since no one would suppose that the picked troops of 415 consisted 
in boys who had been born since 426, the meaning of ~ALK{Ct J7I'LY€Y€V'l7-

}LEV'l79 must be taken in the strictly military sense, the age-group which 

6 There seems to be no really good translation of XPTJC1TOS as a modifier of KaTlu\oyos, 
possibly because the word tends to describe the men on the roll rather than the roll itself. 
The men are strong, able, useful to their city and effective in battle; the roll itself, to be good 
for the purpose for which it was drawn up, namely, the selection of such men, must be big. 

? This identification suggests that the phrase: TO O€ '1TE'OV KaTa"\oYOtS XPTJC1TO'iS €KKpdJEv 
should be translated: "and the infantry was selected by using muster-rolls (sc. the ones the 
generals had drawn up) that were remarkably good for the purpose." It does not seem likely 
that the phrase refers back to the general hoplite-register (see above, n.3), although this, too, 
was in good shape at the time, as Thucydides himself (6.26) has already indicated in more 
specific terms. The expression seems clear enough: the generals drew up muster-rolls and 
these rolls were remarkably good; from these lists the final choice of 1500 picked men was 
made, for, considering the great rivalry and fair hopes, there seems to have been more 
Athenians wanting to go than there were places, and so the generals could pick and choose. 
The stories about Tolmides (told by Diodor. 11.84 and by Plutarch, Per. 18.2) are perhaps the 
best parallels for this kind of "selective" muster, except that Tolmides wanted also quan
tity while the generals of 415 were able to concentrate on quality. 

8 Picked troops usually mean young troops. Cf Thuc. 4.67.2 plus Gomme's Commentary 
III p.529; Xen., Anab. 4.1.27, 2.16; 6.4.25; 7.3.46, 4.6; Diodor. 11.84.2-5. Younger men were 
useful for sprints and for advancing against occupied heights or over difficult ground-in 
fact for any situation that demanded dash and physical stamina. The age-standards for any 
picked force were probably about the same as those for mercenary troops in general, 
except that mercenaries might by continuous exercise and practice stay in shape a few 
years longer; and it may be safely assumed that the average age in either of these groups 
would be considerably below the average age of the run-of-the-mill citizen-levy. Cf H. W 
Parke, Greek Mercenary Soldiers (Oxford 1933) 29: "Probably most of the soldiers (sc. in the 
Ten Thousand) were fairly young. Those up to 30 appear to form a fair proportion of the 
army (2.3.12), while those over 45 are few enough to be the minimum guard for the camp 
in an emergency (6.5.4)." See also 5.3.1, where Xenophon implies that men over 40 were all 
but useless when he says that they were put on board ship along with the sick, the women 
and children, and any unnecessary equipment. 

D The term ~'\£Kta: sometimes means a single year-class (ol bTl TOV IlftVa: apxovToS f.yypa:cf>£v
TES') and sometimes, as here, a group of year-classes Col €V Tj..\tKlff' Oem. 13.4) that was called 
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had reached manhood since 426. In 415 this group would have included 
all those boys who had been approximately eight to eighteen in 425 
and in each successive year had been admitted to their respective heli
kiai, thereby becoming liable to military service.lO Since the katalogoi 
drawn up in 415 naturally drew heavily on these helikiai, and since 
Thucydides says that the generals' task was easy and the results were 
good, the logical implication is that neither the plague of 426 nor the 
earlier attack had made serious inroads into the ranks of the boys and 
teenagers; that the disease either had not attacked them at all, or, if 
it had, at least not so as to kill or maim them. 

II 

Bearing all this in mind, we may note what two medical authorities, 
both of them advocates of typhus in the plague-controversy, have had 
to say about age as a critical factor in a typhus epidemic. Presumably 
neither one was relying on the other for his knowledge of the disease 
itself, nor is it likely that either one had seen or recognized the sig
nificance of the evidence in Book VI. Professor T. Ferguson of Glasgow, 
in a letter quoted in Gomme's Commentary,n says that "typhus fevers 
attacked chiefly young adults between the ages of 20 and 30." Sir 
William MacArthur, in citing from the Hippocratic Corpus what he 
believes to be another ancient description of typhus, comments: "The 
description evidences remarkable clinical acumen and includes the ob
servation that although the comatose fever very commonly attacked 
children, of all patients these had the lowest mortality. The usual 
rarity of death in children, in contrast to adults, is a unique character 
of typhus."12 

If these two statements, taken together, are in general correct: that 
typhus fever is unique in that it attacks and kills chiefly the 20 to 30-
year-oIds but tends to spare children, and if it is agreed that Thu-

up as a unit for a particular campaign; cf Aristotle, Ath.Pol. 53.7. The difference between 
year-class and age-group must be borne in mind. 

10 In 425 the age at which a young man began his military training, ifhe had any, and was 
registered as liable to service in the field, was perhaps less formalized than it was a hundred 
years later; cf O. W. Reinmuth, TAPA 83 (1952) 34-50, especially 34-41. Nevertheless, age 
eighteen seems to be entirely reasonable as the approximate or normal time to begin this 
part of his civic responsibilities. Cf Aristotle, Ath.Pol. 42 for what definite information we 
have about the ephebeia after the law of Epicrates was passed ca. 335. 

11 See vol. II, p.152 ad Thuc. 2.48.3. 
12 See CQ 4 (1954) 171, n.l. 
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cydides implies that the youngsters between the ages of approximately 
8 and 18 survived the plague of 426 in such significant numbers that 
ten years later the quantity (1TMjeo~) of available hop lites had so far 
recovered its former level that the muster-rolls could again be called 
xprWToL, then there would appear to be another strong argument for 
identifying the Athenian plague with some one of what Professor 
Ferguson has called (loe. cit.) "an ill-defined group of fevers" generally 
known as typhusP 

III 

How does this interpretation of Thucydides agree with what is by 
some accounts (see below, n.14) the only other contemporary eye
witness account of the plague, that of Sophocles in the Oedipus 
Tyrannus? The answer is that Sophocles is even more explicit in show
ing the importance of age as a differentiating factor between those 
who died of the disease and those who survived. His account is by no 
means a clinical description, and he has, with complete poetic free
dom, combined the traditional threefold blight on crops, cattle and 
pregnant women with the symptoms of the plague proper. It is all 
the more startling therefore to find him making a special point of a 
clinical characteristic which was apparently overlooked by Thucydides. 

13 This theory, if accepted, would first of all eliminate "the presumably heavy mortality 
among children" as the primary cause of the lasting decrease in the Athenian population 
in the final quarter of the fifth century. This older theory in any case has a flaw in that it 
presupposes a steady decline from 429 onwards and does not account for the Significant 
recovery around 415 which Thucydides attests for at least the adult male population. On 
the basis of the present theory, however, it may be suggested that the lasting decrease at the 
end of the century was actually brought on by the premature deaths, between 429 and 426, 
of a high percentage of the young adults who would have produced most of the children 
during the next ten or fifteen years. Thus many of the children who would have been 
maturing and filling up the ranks during the decade which begins about 411 were in fact 
never born. On the other hand, the survival of children during the plague-years would ex
plain how the heavy losses to the disease and to war (at De1ium and Amphipolis) could be 
made up by 415, while the heavy mortality among young adults between 429 and 426 
would explain why the losses in Sicily were not made up. The helikiai maturing in the years 
following the Sicilian disaster were pitifully small, as is shown by the startling drop in the 
zeugite class from 21,000 in 431 to only 9,000 or less in 411; cf. Jones, (n.2) pp. 165 and 178. 
Second, it would also be possible to suggest a solution to the apparent discrepancy, noted by 
Jones on p. 165, between the 20 per cent loss in the taxeis and the 30 per cent loss in the 
cavalry. Typhus is the one disease which could presumably account for the higher propor
tion of losses in the cavalry, which, being made up of the youngest, strongest and healthi
est, would otherwise have been expected to suffer less. 

G.R.B.S·-4 
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B. M. W. Knox, in his important article on the date of the play,14 
has already adequately demonstrated that Sophocles did indeed have 
the Athenian plague in mind when he described the combination of 
plague and blight in Thebes; and that there are many allusions to 

strictly Athenian experiences of the war and plague that make no sense 
at all in the dramatic setting-the Thebes ofOedipus.15 Knox has even 
defended Sophocles' combination of the plague proper with the tra
ditional threefold blight on the grounds that the conditions of the 
blight did actually obtain in Athens during the plague, even if they 
were only indirectly related to it.16 

There is no need to recapitulate here all the similarities that Knox 
has noted between the Sophoclean account and what is otherwise 
known of plague-stricken Athens. It is enough to present what follows 
as additional evidence that Sophocles' poetic description of the Theban 
plague was in fact close to the actual circumstances of the Athenians 
in 426; and that, if the identification of the disease as typhus is allowed, 
he actually added details of symptoms that are missing from Thucydi
des' medical description. 

First, I believe that TEKva and 1TatO€S, wherever they occur in the 
prologue, are to be taken literally as Hchildren." Without denying that 
the use of TEKva (line 1) shows paternal concern and is an example of 
princely diction, or that such an antithesis as 1Ta,\at vEa is the kind of 
thing the tragedians liked, it is still possible to suggest that, "0 child
ren, young nurslings of Kadmos who was of old" (''f) TEKva, KaSp.ov TOU 
1TaAat VEa TpOc/>~, 1) is a straightforward address to a group of suppliants 
who were predominantly children.!' The TEKva is repeated in line 6, 

14 AJP 67 (1956) 133-47. See p.133, n.4, for those who believe that there is no connexion 
between the dramatic and the historical plagues, and n.5, for those who believe that a 
connexion exists. 

15 Knox, op.dt. (n.14) 138-39 and 140-41. 
16 Knox, op.dt. (n.14) 137-38. 
17 For an opposite view, see William M. Calder III, "The Staging of the Prologue of 

Oedipus Tyrannus," Phoenix 13 (1959) 121-29. Calder argues against the use of a crowd of 
suppliants (extras) on the grounds that it "is highly irregular in extant Greek tragedy" and 
that there would be a difficult problem to get them off the stage at the same time that the 
chorus was coming on. On the other hand, the unique and exceptional is so common in 
extant Greek tragedy, and there is so little agreement as to what is regular, that it seems 
hazardous to do away with the suppliants, who are so necessary dramatically, simply 
because there is no recognizable parallel. Furthermore, what is a difficulty in staging is by 
no means an impOSSibility. 

There must be on-stage at the beginning of the playa suppliant group of such size and 
nature that it would arouse in Oedipus and in the audience an immediate and strong feel-
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and 7TaZoES' (32, 58, 142, 147) is used four times thereafter. In fact every 
time the suppliants are addressed as a group, whether by Oedipus or 
by the priest, they are called H children." The priest, on the other hand, 
is addressed but once and, by contrast, is called" 0 aged one" (cL yEpad , 
9) and is told that it is fitting that he should speak Hfor these (children)." 

The very sight of the suppliant group aroused pity in Oedipus, and 
also presumably in the audience. "For I should be unfeeling indeed ifI 
did not pity such a supplication as this" (SVacD'yYJTOS' yap av ! E't1JV, TOt
avSE f'~ ov KaTOtKT{pWV lSpav, 12-13). What it was that made the sight 
pitiable must have been obvious enough on-stage, but now is lost. 
Whatever it was, however, had to do with the ages of the suppliants, 
for the priest in his reply does not say they are sick or dying, but refers 
to their apparent ages: Hyou see us, of what ages are we who sit 
here" (opq.s f'Ev ~f'as ~A{KOt 7Tpoa~f'E(}a, 15). 

He then proceeds to name the two groups that are represented. 
The first and presumably the more numerous group is composed of 
the very young, and the second, of the very old: "These not yet with 
strength for a long flight, these weighted down with age" (ot /LEV ovS'
TrW P.UKpaV !TrTEa(}u£ aOEvovTES, 0;' Of avv y~pct {3UPELS, 16-17). Since 
neither youth nor old age need be of itself pitiable, the sight must 
have aroused pity from another point of view, perhaps that of the 
polis-that there were only boys (7TULS€S) and old men (y'poVTES) left, 
and no men (avSpES) to defend the city.IS 

ing of pity. Such a spectacle could not be supplied by one aged priest and two youthful 
attendants. If that was all Oedipus saw on-stage, how could he have been moved to say 
that he would be hardhearted indeed if he did not pity such a supplication as he saw? And 
why would the priest call special attention to their ages if there were nothing more unusual 
than an old priest accompanied by two boys? Calder himself (page 125) recognizes the need 
for extras when he makes what seems to me a desperate suggestion, viZ., that the poet used 
the "some 16,000 spectators" as such and had Oedipus ignore the suppliants on-stage and 
address the Athenian audience, who were currently at war with the Thebans, as the des
cendants of Cadmus, as "the people of Thebes." Later on in the play, Calder (p.125, n.18) 
would have the audience abandon their role as suppliants and become "assembly-men" 
who answer Oedipus' summons along with the chorus of old men. In offering such a solu
tion to "the apparent difficulty of making fifteen men represent the assembly of the The
bans ... ," Calder overlooks the possibility that this small group of old men does represent 
aU the citizens who are able to attend-the rest being already dead, sick and dying, or too 
young to attend an assembly. 

I agree with Calder that the Athenian audience identified itself with the mfferers on
stage, but it was because they had experienced the same things themselves and recog
nized the symptoms. 

18 That the Athenians a century later still considered a country bereft of its young men 
as a (Nap.a cS£LVJV Kat lAnv6v is evident from Oem. 19.65, where it is said that the ambassa-
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These two groups were probably not evenly divided. There are 
always more boys than old men, and in this case the old men were so 
few that the suppliants as a whole could be appropriately addressed as 
children. The next two lines further define the two groups as "priests, 
and I the priest of Zeus, while these are the chosen ones of the un
married youths" (i€pijs, EYW /LEV Z7Jv6s, oio€ T' iJOEWV I A€KTOt. 18-19). 
Thus it would appear that all the old men were priests, necessarily a 
limited number, and in this case probably acting mainly as leaders 
(see especially 147), and for that reason, too, less numerous than the 
boys, who are not little boys, to be sure, but still technically 7Tuio€s and 
not of an age to join the T&~€'S.19 

If the piteous aspect of the suppliants consists in this, that they are 
all either very young or very old and no real men are present, we may 
infer that there are no men of military age left anywhere in the city
they are all either sick and dying or already dead. It would seem in
adequate therefore to translate TO S' aAAo cpv}..ov (19) simply as "the rest 
of the folk off-stage." Since the male population, what is left of it, is 
represented on-stage, TO 0' aMo CPVAOV, which is off-stage thronging the 
agoras and temples with suppliant branches, must refer specifically 
to the other sex, the women.20 

That there were indeed no avop€s and that it was in fact the women 
who were the suppliants, wailing at the altar-steps in other parts of 
the city, is amply borne out in the rest of the prologue and in the first 
stasimon: 

1) The old priest emphasizes the lack of men when he tells Oedipus, 

dors to Delphi were forced to look upon a xtiJpav £fYTIILOV T<UV €V .qAtKt~. yvvma ~£ Ka~ 7Tat
Mpt' o)'lya Kat 7Tpw{JVra, avfJpumov, OlKTpOV,. 

19 There is no sure identification of the iJfJ'wv A€KTol. We know that they are 7Tai~€, and 
they have been described as O~~'7TW l-£aKpaV 7TT'ufJat UfJ'vOVT€,. Many will agree with Mortimer 
L. Earle's (Oedipus Tyrannus [New York 1901] p. 142) conservative comment that these 
words (even with the possible connotation of "nestlings") do not in the mouth of an old 
man imply infancy; perhaps fewer will accept immediately the further suggestion that the 
words apply to all unmarried 7Ta'~E, who had reached the age of puberty up through the 
class of efrJ{Jot (cf o. W. Reinmuth, TAPA 83 [1952] 39--40), i.e., those who were not yet 
deemed strong or experienced enough to join the taxeis in the field or, particularly, on 
expeditions beyond the borders. Jebb's translation "chosen youths," as though it were 
from 1jfJ€Ot AEKTot, and the comparison with Eur., Hec. 525: AEKTol T' 'AXatwv £KKptTOt v€avlat, 
give much too festive an air to the whole scene. The wretched youngsters on-stage are 
merely the chosen representatives of their class. Since they are the predominant group in 
the suppliants on-stage, it may be assumed that their class in general had survived in con
siderable numbers. 

20 Cf LSJ, s.v. rpVAOV 1.2. 
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"If you will be ruler in this land in the future even as you now hold it, 
it is better to have it with men in it than bereft thereof; for there is no 
use in a tower or a ship if it is bare of men and there is no one living 
within" (wr; Ei:7TEP ap~ELr; TijUOE yijr;, WU7TEp KpaTELr; I fuv aVOpaGLV KaA

ALOV if K€vfj~ Kpa'T€Lv' I W~ OVDEv EGnV OV'T€ 7TlJpyor; OV'T€ vavr; I €p'YJp.or; 
avopwv p.~ ~VVOLKOVVTWV €GW, 54-57). 

2) And when Oedipus, after dismissing the 7TaLoEr; (142), issues the 
command, "But let someone else summon the people of Kadmos 
hither" (atUor; OE Kaof1-ov Aa6V cbO' a.epoLS'TW, 144), only a chorus of old 
men answers the call, again emphasizing the gap between themselves 
and the 7TaLoEr; who had filled the stage only a moment before. Once 
on-stage the chorus tells us the whole army is down with the plague 
(VOGEL OE P.OL 7Tp07Tar; G'ToAor;, 169-70)21 and that you might see one man 
after another setting out for the shore of the western god (atUov 0' (tv 
atUcp 7TpOG{ooLr; ..• OpP.EVOV aKTav 7Tp6r; €G7TEpOV ()EOV, 175-77): and that the 
dty, past numbering these deaths, is perishing (dlv 7T(~ALr; avapL()p.or; oA
AVTaL, 179). 

3) The final bit of evidence which serves to identify both those who 
are dead and dying and those of the liMo cpfJAov comes in lines 181-85: 
"Meanwhile young wives22 and grey-haired mothers, too, around the 
altar's edge lift up their wails, some here, some there, suppliants 
against their grievous woes" (EV 0' aAoxoL 7ToALa{ T' E7Tt p.aT'pEr; I aK'TaV 

\ Q' "\ \ () "\ \ I \ - , • -, , ) Al 7Tapa fJWf1-LOV al\l\o EV al\l\aL /\vypwv 7TOVWV LKT'YJpEr; E7TLGTEVaXOVGLV. -
though they are never on stage, the women are twice mentioned, here 
and in lines 19-21, as mourning and praying for deliverance. Here they 
are significantly divided into two groups, the young wives and the grey
haired mothers. The young women mourn qua wives, therefore for 
their young husbands and not for their small children. The older 
women have no young children and therefore, when they mourn qua 
mothers, it is for their grown sons. It is noteworthy that they are not 

21 The word 0'7"6'\05' is an expression which is perhaps more appropriate to Athens than 
to Thebes. T. C. Rosenmeyer has suggested that there is no dramatic reason in the Oedipus 
Tyrannus for keeping the military off-stage as there is, for instance, in the Septem, when 
Thebes is at war and the men are defending the walls. Therefore, the plague alone must 
account for the lack of men of military age on-stage. 

22 The word ciAox05' does not by itself support Jebb's translation "young wife," nor does 
he tell us his reason for adding the epithet. Nevertheless he is right. All the mourning 
women are married and they are divided into two groups: one is composed of grey-haired 
mothers and the other, of bed-partners. The latter group, both by contrast with the former 
and by the connotation of the word, must be made up of younger women who mourn, 
qua ~oxo" for their missing mates. 
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said to mourn for their husbands, who were presumably older than 
the more susceptible age-group and had not suffered severe losses on 
the whole; indeed, as we have seen, the old men were amply repre
sented on-stage both in the prologue and by the chorus. The age
group that does not appear and is being mourned and is missed in the 
71'Vpyos and in the vavs is the one made up of those who could effectively 
bear arms, viZ., the young male adults. 

IV 

But Sophocles seems to emphasize that the chief victims were the 
young male adults, for it is they who are absent while at least some of 
their young wives have survived to mourn them, while, on the other 
hand, our modern medical authority, Professor Ferguson, says only 
that the chief victims of typhus were young adults. This is a problem. 
A tentative solution23 may be reached by calling upon that same an
cient authority who was so highly praised for his clinical acumen by 
Sir William MacArthur (see above, n.12). This point especially needs 
checking by modern medical authorities, but since Sir William has 
identified the plague in Thasos, described in EpidemiCS 1.13-22, as 
typhus and quotes from §17 concerning the effects on children, it is 
permissible to use also §16, which concerns the effect on women: 
"Many women caught the disease, but fewer than the men and they 
died less frequently. But most of them (sc. who became sick near their 
terms) had a difficult time in childbed, and after childbirth the disease 
continued-and these especially died .... But if it happened that they 
took the sickness during (early?) pregnancy, they aborted, in every 
case I know."24 

28 R. B. Lloyd has suggested a simpler solution, vi~., that the young husbands, being 
above the critical age of twenty, were attacked more frequently and fatally than were their 
younger wives, many of whom would have been below twenty. Thus there may have been 
an age factor, as well as a sexual one (see below), which operated in favor of the survival of 
young wives whose slightly older husbands had died. 

24 The Loeb text: ')'vvaLK£S 8£ EVOC1TjOav /L£V 7ToMat, EAaooovS 8£ ~ av8p£s Ka~ ~8V[JOKOV ~ooov. 
E8vO'TOK£OV 8£ al7TA£WTat Ka~ /L£Ta TOUS TOKOVS E7T£VOO£OV, Ka~ ~8V[JOKOV ao-rat /LaAtO'Ta ••• nOt 8e 

OVV£KVP'T)O£V EV ')'aO'Tp~ ExOVavOt voaiioat, 7TaOat a7TJ1>8npav, czs Ka, EYW o18a. W. H. S. Jones trans
lates: "Though many women fell ill, they were fewer than the men and less frequently died. 
But the great majority had difficult childbirth and after giving birth they would fall ill, and 
these especially died ... but all to my knowledge had abortions if they chanced to fall ill 
when with child." Since the 8VO'TOKta must have been caused by their having the disease al
ready, it is meaningless to translate /L£TCt TOUS TOKOVS E7T£VOO£ov as "they would fall ill after 
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If typhus was indeed the disease affecting the Athenians and if it is 
true that fewer women than men contract typhus and that fewer die of 
it, there is a ready explanation of what Sophocles says about the young 
wives mourning their husbands. Furthermore it would be clear why 
and how it was that the traditional threefold blight could be added to 
an account of the plague without falSifying any particulars of the actual 
conditions in Athens-for Knox has already explained the blight on 
the crops and the cattle as describing the actual conditions in the early 
years of the war, and now typhus seems to supply a reason for the 
phrases: "the abortive labors of women in childbed" (cpfJtvovacx '" 

T6KOWt T' ay6voLS' YVVct.LKWV, 26-7) and "nor do women surmount their 
labor-pangs with births (of live children)" (0 un: 7"6KOLGLV l7}twv 

Kcxp.a7"WV av€XOVaL YVVCXLK€S', 173-74).25 

v 
In conclusion it may be noted that Thucydides, the student of 

medicine, the keen observer and accurate writer, who was so con
cerned about leaving to posterity a recognizable description of the 
plague, has failed to mention as a clinical character of his disease the 
important fact that children were less seriously affected than adults, 
but has given us this information only incidentally in another con
nexion. Sophocles, on the other hand, in describing a plague that 
would have real meaning for his Athenian audience, has actually 
emphasized this characteristic and, in doing so, has also shown the 
other side of the coin, namely, has shown that old people, too, sur
vived. That Thucydides, qua professional historian, did not mention 
the survival of the young and old is quite understandable, for he was 
chiefly interested in the number of fighters gone from the taxeis and 
from the cavalry; but that Thucydides, qua amateur physician, seems, 
at least in this case, to have "omitted to mention what he cannot 
have failed to observe"26 is a more serious matter for his apologists 

childbirth." Apparently the epidemic sometimes caused (;vO"ToKla and sometimes a'TTocpfJopa. 

It would seem that the difference lay mainly in the stage of pregnancy at which the woman 
contracted the disease. 

25 Lines 173-4 may also mean "nor do women in childbed surmount their laborpangs," 
i.e., they die. The meaning hinges upon the interpretation of T6KOtat, either "with live births" 
or "in childbed". Thus either interpretation would fit the description in the Epidemics
referring either to the miscarriages and difficult deliveries of the majority or to the sub
sequent deaths of many. 

26 D. L. Page, CQ 4 (1954) 174. 
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to explain. Sophocles, on the other hand, was interested in the overall 
picture of suffering in the city; he could not show on-stage the great 
number of the dead, but he could make their numbers poignantly 
felt by showing the pitiful survivors, the young and the old. That the 
poet gives on the whole an accurate account of the disease, inter
woven as it is with the old formula of curse and blight, is an un
expected bit of realism. 
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